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We arrived at the bottom alive safe and sound
We crossed path with the walkers who were
standing around

Run# 878 – December 30TH
Hare(s) : Pleasure Chest & Slippery When Wet
Location: Red Deer Catholic Regional School
Prelube: Murph’s Pub
On On: Tap house
Scribe: Chips A Whore

We took off into Fairview , I mean Riverside
Meadows
Then we lost Cum Honor where? Who bloody
knows?

I volunteered to scribe the last scribe of the year That’s
2015 in case you’re unclear
Murph’s for the prelube is what we were told
We showed up a little late what a sight to behold

It appeared he decided to join the walking group
1 km in and he tired and needs to recoup
We ran down by the river and we ran for a while
Boner and I checking false trails which became our
new style

Mount Me was there which was nice to see
Along with the hares and Drippy and me
Sir Mobey’s arrived to have a quick Pil
Never made it to the run though, was just gonna chill

At times the blue flour was hard to see in the snow
Sometimes we were on trail sometimes we didn’t
know

We headed off to the run in a spot we’d never been
Behind village mall at a school for religious pre-teens

We made our way back towards the skating rink
Whoever set this trail was kind of a dink

You had to be crafty to drive to this location
Cum See my Box must have gave up in frustration

Oh wait there’s a hash hold so I take it back
Hot Chocolate and Baileys but alas there’s no
snack

10 minutes after seven we waited to start
Did the names, the markings now we are ready to depart That’s ok I guess as it’s the first of the hash holds
I forgot to mention there are two so we were told
On arrow we go to go behind village mall
But straight into a falsey our progress to stall
We warm up the bellies and up a huge massive hill
I guess what went down must go up, we know the
drill
Now back towards Gaetz Ave the runners all trek
We then hit a checking so Broken Boner and I would
We ran up by the North Hill Store and around for a
check
bit
Then back down the 7-11 hill those pieces of shit
We had chosen poorly so we had to come back
The hare then led us the opposite way on a whole
We know at the bottom there’s a bad set of stairs
different track
We know your plan you dastardly hares
We ended up running down the slope of the North Hill
Of course we are right and back up we go.
It was quite slippery and we could have been killed
We are now getting tired and starting to slow
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At the top of the hill we see a Beer Near
I was fucking elated we were almost in the clear
Me and Boner fucked up and ran the wrong way
It was par for the course and the norm for this day

UpCuming Run
Run # 879 – January 7th
Hare(s) : Doggy Style
Location : St. Pat’s School (next to GH Dawe)West side of main parking lot

At the hash hold we enjoyed some beer and some
snacks
There were chips, pepperoni and cream cheese
thingy stacks
On In is called so we pack up and leave
There must be some punishments somewhere up
my sleeve
I pour all the drinks with information I acquire
Then we notice that Mount Me has a completely
flat tire
So as good hashers go we all join in to assist
If it happened to me I know I’d be pissed

Prelube: Taphouse North
On On : Mr Mikes

Cum Honor tried for an hour to unhook the jack
While 3 other people tried to remove the spare tire
from the back

Monthfull of Hares

It was apparent that our skill sets were less than ok
So after an hour we called AMA
Curb Crawler showed up around this time
He was busy setting up for New Years which isn’t a
crime
Time to hand out the punishments for the actions of
this run
The beers have been poured for an hour now time
to shotgun
Mix both the cold and the timeline, so to suffice
The beer was now solid and it was solid ice

Run # 880 – January 14th
Hare(s) : Crash Test Rummy – New Hare required
Details TBA
Run # 881 – January 21st
Hare(s) : Swings Both Ways
Details TBA
Run # 882 – January 28th
Hare(s) : Wee Little Bladder & Whore Sleigher
Location: Parking lot south side of bottom or 55th
Street Hill opposite Lindsay Thurber

The down downs still had to go down so we sang all
the songs
Which we heard in entirety as drinking ice can take
long
AMA shows up and fixes the flat
Announcements are told telling where the ONON is
at
Everyone’s off and have went on their way
Excellent run hares… I really do have to say
On On

Prelube:Mr Mikes
On On:TBA

Chips A Whore
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